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“Is anyone still awake to answer the goddamn question?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Why, yes! Ain’t last-minute article-writing grand?
HANNAH LOONEY: No.
EMMA RENNIE: No.
SAM SEXTON: No.
A NUTRIA: I AM ALWAYS AWAKE. I NEVER SLUMBER. EVER DO I WATCH YOU. 
EVER DO I HUNGER. 

       In a devastating blow to the southeastern Portland area, every restaurant, convenience 
store, or other place where one can purchase foodstuffs on Woodstock Boulevard an-
nounced Monday that they were forced to close down their businesses, due to a sudden, 
sharp drop in patronage.

       “Last week was the glory days, I’ll tell you what,” the manager of  Tom-Yum told The 
Pamphlette. “College students were coming in practically by the hour, ordering dozens, literal 
dozens, of  dollars’ worth of  food. But now? Gone. It’s a ghost town in here.”

       The manager of  Safeway, tears streaming down her face, relayed a similar story.  “Who 
would have thought that just in one week, our entire chain of  stores would grow so depen-
dent on the revenue generated by a bunch of  twenty-somethings buying cereal and ramens? 
But today, nobody came in. Thousands of  jobs gone, in the blink of  an eye.”

       Reedies seemed surprised by the news, but largely carried on as normal, thankful 
that once again they could enjoy the delicacies of  fried chicken covered in melted cheese 
wrapped in a fried tortilla.

We Still Need Writers!

By EC

“Llamas with Hats” Part 3

By SS

        Friends, I am so sorry for the delay--the week before break was a rough one for me, 
and I found that listening to Carl’s oppressive bullshit was the straw that broke the camel’s 
back. OR IT WOULD HAVE BEEN, if  it had been something minor, like that cliche im-
plies. WHICH IT IS NOT. I am sorry if  I implied in any way that Carl’s oppressive actions 
in this piece of  fictional cartoon media are anything less than monumentally important. 
You--the metaphorical you, who has, in some way, been harmed by Carl’s two-dimensional 
actions--do not deserve to have your experiences erased like that. My deepest apologies.

       ANYWAY. Onward and upward, my socially-conscious breth- and sestren, as well as 
other -ren(s) who do not conform to the gender binary! Time for more enlightenment!

       This third installment of  Carl’s adventures with the as-yet-tellingly-unnamed female-pre-
senting llama begins with the pair standing before what appear to be the ruins of  a city. In 
the first line of  dialogue, the viewer learns that they are “...supposed to be on vacation…” 
Seasoned viewers are, of  course, able to infer that the damage shown is Carl’s doing, mak-
ing  this a clear allusion to the horrors wrought by Western tourism on other cultures in 
the name of  “entertainment.” It becomes even clearer when Carl says “I don’t know about 
you, but I am having a wonderful time here.” Of  course you are, Carl. You are the oppressor! 
That’s what you’ve paid for, isn’t it?! 

       For her part, the female llama at least has the gall to seem ashamed. “You toppled a 
South American government, Carl!” she says. A quick assessment of  the relative privileges 
involved in such a scenario reveals, of  course, that, while anarchy is generally a positive 
force toward utopia, it is not the Cishet White Male Llama’s place to interfere in the affairs 
of  possibly less-developed nations, so we, as viewers, are totally in the right for condemning 
Carl’s actions. 

       AND INDEED, Carl goes on to appropriate the talking points of  a true people’s up-
rising, saying “The people have spoken. Viva la resistance,” to which his female counterpart 
(seriously, WHEN can I stop calling her that!? WHEN will she be granted the name she 
deserves?!) reminds him that he pushed the resistance leader into a giant fan. Is this perhaps a 
metaphor for the West “pushing” developing nations into dangerous and environmentally 
harmful industries? Probably: when Carl calls the (late, great) rebel leader a “traitor and a 
scoundrel,” it is further revealed that his only crime was trying to stop Carl from pushing 
other people (read: the proletariat) into a giant fan (read: factory work). Ingenious! The cre-
ator, I mean. Carl can be painfully destroyed by the Mother Goddess, for all I care.

       Next, a foot kicks out of  Carl’s chest, and he emotionlessly reveals that he “appear[s] to 
have swallowed an entire person,” who the female llama (gah, I know her namelessness is an 
integral part of  the creator’s subversive message, but boy, it’s even getting to me!) identifies 
as the hotel bartender. Carl’s only reaction? “Well, that explains why my mojito is taking 
so long.” OF COURSE, the only value an underprivileged person has for this tourist is his 
ability to provide goods and/or services to the tourist himself! 

      The two llamas go on to have a short conversation--quite familiar to anyone who has 
watched this creator’s previous llama videos--in which they fundamentally disagree about 
how horrible Carl’s actions were. As usual, the female llama has felt “human-like” sympathy 
for Carl’s victims (I apologize for the anthroponormative language, there--I know that 
humans do NOT have a monopoly on sympathy or empathy, and are on the whole less good 
at those things than non-human animals), while Carl views his own actions as “awesome.” 
In true Carl form, he even goes so far as to accuse the female llama of  “hurting his feel-
ings,” and says “now we’re both in the wrong.” This is, of  course, an abuse tactic. For shame, 
Carl! Eating people, I can understand, at least allegorically. Destroying towns can even have 
merit, but there is no place for emotional abuse in my entertainment!

       The female llama proceeds to insist that they go home, and even (righteously!) implies 
that she’s willing to leave without Carl, if  necessary. You go, girl! Unless you prefer to be 
called a womyn, instead, because you are, after all, an adult llama who deserves not to be 
infantilized by  the patriarchy! Yeah!

       How does Carl react to that? Abusively, of  course--he has made it so that his female 
counterpart cannot leave him, by filling their luggage with orphan meat! He says he has 
done this because he is building a “meat dragon,” but the truth is clear--his intention was 
to hinder the womyn llama’s burgeoning independence. The female llama states that she 
“[isn’t] even shocked anymore,” to which Carl replies “ohhh, that’s no fun.” 

     The dialogue that follows leads into the shocking revelation that Carl has not even both-
ered to learn the female llama’s name, despite her apparent status as some sort of  romantic 
partner of  his! (Is it heteronormative of  me to assume that a man and a woman who spend 
all of  their time together and between whom an abusive dynamic exists are in a romantic 
or sexual relationship? Probably. If  it is, someone please call me out on it in an email to 
pamphlette@lists.reed.edu. I need to be educated!) 

       Anyway, the female llama calls Carl out on his bullshit--would we expect any less of  
her?--by saying “We’ve known each other for three years, Carl!” He, true to form, sarcastically 
replies “and what an impression you’ve made,” implying that his ignorance is somehow her 
fault. 

       She then informs him that her name is Paul. Kudos to the creators, I say, for giving her 
a gender-nonnormative name! Kudos, indee--

       Wait.

       Readers, I regret to inform you that I have been incorrectly assuming that Paul was a 
woman this entire time, possibly because of  the flower he wears in his (pink) hat. Obvi-
ously, the creator(s) of  these videos intended this confusion, and are using it to educate me! 
I am more proud of  them than ever, now! Indeed, I can now see that I am learning right 
along with Carl. No one is without preconceived biases, friends. I don’t care how few beads 
your privilege bracelet has--you, too, have been steeped in a culture of  unhealthy gendered 
norms, and you, too, have a lot of  unlearning to do.

 Anyway, Carl responds to Paul’s correction by first asking if  Paul’s sure (how dare you, 
Carl!), then stating that he (Carl) “ha[s] some pictures to delete from [his] computer,” heavily 
implying that he has previously consumed pornographic images of  his friend, but now con-
siders them inappropriate. The fact that Carl feels bad, not for invading Paul’s privacy, but for 
invading his privacy “in a gay way” is obviously disturbing, and I look forward to continuing 
this investigation into the deeper meanings of  this series next week. 

Nah, man, that’s not discrimination, that’s just common sense. Look at that tail!

Well hell, at least we haven’t reached KFC double-down levels, right? Right?!?!

Woodstock Collapses After Break Boom

Dear Freshmen,

  Having trouble getting laid? 

   Well, we can’t help with that. Like, at all. Sorry. You’re on your own.

        ON THE OTHER HAND, we can provide you with something that will make sitting 
alone in Commons at least 30% more fun on a weekly basis!

        No, this isn’t some kind of  weird vibrating chair thing. Get your mind out of  the fuck-
ing gutter, child. What we’re offering is...almost innocent. No, it (probably) won’t provide you 
with orgasms, but it will give you a different, almost-as-good sort of  joy: the joy of  seeing 
your classmates chuckle mildly at the words you’ve written!

       Hell, I mean, you’re reading this right now, we’ll bet, and it’s not even funny! One of  our 
shitty writers is writing this at 1 AM because there’s this giant chunk of  empty space! See 
what kind of  power we have over you? See how we can make you read even the dumbest 
shit that comes to us, just by making it available in a place where you are frequently stuck 
alone, needing something convenient to look down at?

       Anyway, send a writing sample to pamphlette@lists.reed.edu, and we’ll consider putting 
your words in our awkward blank spaces! Please be funny. Nutria need not apply.


